
Run On 4 Good
Run On Upside vs PPF Downside
Risk-Benefit Analytics

C-Suiteps Analytics



Assessments and Modelling

A new pension scheme Risk-Benefit Appraisal by sponsor and trustees of DB pension schemes is 
needed, covering bulk transfers and “Run On 4 Good” strategies.  The background is:

▪ Interest and inflation rates and life expectancy numbers have moved.

▪ Government wants to see running on with focus on productive assets and are ready to discuss the 
use of surpluses.

▪ Sponsors have well developed ESG strategies in which pension schemes should be a part.

▪ The merits and limitation of the FSCS and PPF safety nets are both up for examination and change.

▪ Scheme members and current employees should both press the case for benefit improvement and 
for discretion to be exercised.

Trustees and sponsors:  Time to consider next steps in joint exercises.

The risk transfer market has overheated and has too much business.  It may be best to avoid at present.

Risk-Benefit Appraisals : Use C-Suiteps Analytics models

 Surpluses collapse the case for bulk transfers



Assessments and Modelling

C-Suite and its partners have developed C-Suiteps Analytics to support trustees and sponsors 
considering “run on” strategies.  The financial models are central to updated risk / benefit 
analyses.  They can be incorporated in Integrated Risk Management  exercises. They support the 
new TAS300 version 2.0 requirement for comparisons of bulk transfer  and run on. They can be 
part of work for Funding and Investment Strategies under new 2024 regulations.

The models support an overhaul of journey planning. They lead to a switch from a funding to buyout 
assumption to a Run On 4 Good expectation.

To assess the run on opportunity you need from C-Suite:

▪ PFocus: The run on surplus planner
▪ Discretionary step up calculator
▪ FSCS v PPF analyser
▪ FM+ long term asset allocator 

The modelling provides a framework to the Run On 4 Good strategy with upside and downside 
analysed from member and sponsor perspectives.



1. Moody’s Analytics PFaroe : Scheme cash flows

C-Suiteps Risk-Benefit Analytics use Moody’s PFaroe to provide the base cash flows for a DB scheme, using 
available sources, primarily the sponsor’s financial statements.

The financial position of the scheme 
can be assessed for various valuation 
assumptions.

The core comparator used is “low 
dependency” at gilts plus 50 basis 
points.

The base scheme cash flow can be 
sensitised for inflation and life 
expectancy.



2. PFocus 2023 : Run On 4 Good

C-Suite has developed PFocus to provide a long term cash flow surplus / deficit assessment tool.  It assumes the 
scheme runs on, aiming to achieve selected investment returns – either stable or adjusted annually

The model addresses the development of “surpluses”.  It shows how they can be calculated against actuarial liability assumptions. 
Variables for scheme cash flows and investment return rates and resulting impact on scheme position can be assessed.   
Surpluses can then be managed and allocated. 



2. PFocus 2023 : Run On 4 Good

   

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

      

                                                                                      

                                       

      

          

       

Surpluses can accrue to past and present employees or to the sponsor.  Sums can be paid when thresholds set are 
reached. 
The model also incorporates the idea that an on demand guarantee is available.  It ensures that the scheme always 
achieves “Sustainable Low Dependency” before any surpluses are paid as cash.



3.  Discretionary Step Ups (DSU)

   

    

    

    

    

     

  
  

  
  
  
  
  

    
 

                                              

Model DSU scenarios and input into PFocus management of surplus 
allocation.

DSUs address a key constraint on the payment of surplus funds to scheme 
members – that pensions cannot decrease year on year.  

With a DSU, a discretionary payment is made and then remains at that level 
until the pension that would have been increased by scheme rules inflation 
reaches the level of the DSU.

DSU payments 
shown in blue



 

    

    

    

    

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                                                    

  
 
  
  
   

  
  
  
  
  

          

                                
          

                                                  

4.  The Value of the Safety Net

What the loss to a member is if the scheme joins 
PPF is rarely calculated. Once discretionary 
benefit improvements are likely, the risk  benefit 
assessment has a new perspective. A probability 
of both outcomes needs to be factored in.



4.  The Value of the Safety Net

£ Total pension Upside / downside cf base pension
Base pension - inflation at 3.5% 35791 baseline 0.0%

1 off increase 5% 37581 1790 4.8%
4 x 10% DSUs 37900 2109 5.6%

Fall into PPF year 15 34935 -856 -2.5%
Fall into PPF year 10 33903 -1888 -5.6%

Fall into PPF year 5 32608 -3183 -9.8%

A risk assessment needs to look at 
age of members, and inflation 
increase entitlements as these are the 
key remaining factors impacting PPF 
coverage.

As a scheme matures the proportion 
of current total pension commitments 
already met or to be met by PPF if the 
sponsor fails goes up. The longer a 
scheme continues the stronger the 
case to continue to do so if surpluses 
can be generated.
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